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Particular attention is given in our government to implementation of democratic reformations at 

state and society controlling, bringing up high morally, independent and free thinking, acquired modern 

science achievements, healthy convinced, wide outlooked, mature in all aspects generation and building 

free citizenship society. 

 Performing tasks in resolution number 2124 of The First President of Republic of Uzbekistan 

I.A.Karimov “About additional measures concerning youth, performance government policy in 

Republic of Uzbekistan” on February 6, 2014 year, also law of “ Government Policy concerning youth” 

proclaimed on September 14, 2014, and on another judicial documents regarding this activity will serve 

to perfection of young generation. 

As any other fields of our country there is huge attention is given to science, art, literature and 

education as well. Producing and performing with succession by our government “Law of education” 

and “Training personnel national instruction” are great example of this. Likewise, made with the 

initiative of our President Shavkat Mirziyoev , Strategy of attempt according to five main 

tendenciesdirected to develop Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021 years also opens ways to further 

progress. Consequently, Strategy of activities which is pointing definitely todeveloping country 

building, law-court system, making economics free and making better social way of life, strengthening 

international friendship and compatibility, become the “way map” of reforming of our country for 

further five years. 

It should be pointed out that, new approach to the Strategy in our country, first of all, is embodied 
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as well as our achievements and results in independence years. Because only the stable and rapidly 

developing society can think about its strategic development. Uzbekistan as a one of the rapidly 

developing countries is courageously going to its main goal that is to take place among democratically 

developed countries.  

Social improvement process brings up individuals who own modern intellect corresponding and 

peculiar to every period and helping to the improvement of the society according to the new outlook. In 

this process the role of the esthetic outlook is very powerful to philosophic outlook which helps to 

increase the future development of society, thus, countries which play role to develop fate of the nation, 

motherland’s improvement, countries flourishment will take shape. The power which advances them is 

the chain of social relation between individual and government. Create culture of society and person, 

dialectic relation between them serves to strengthen national independence from the cultural point. 

Mentioning about wide and immense meaning of thins task, our first President I.A.Karimov wrote: “We 

should create all significantconditions so that people could show their abilities, talents and capabilities 

that nature gifted, and for improving literature, art and generally creative activities”. 

Elevated culture considered as the main aspect of art improvement, plays main role to bring up 

high cultured people. Art develops cultural world, esthetic outlook and literary taste of person. Senses as 

majesty in the soul of individual, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, shame,conscience, honesty are 

watered by art and culture, and art serves as a significant factor to bring up perfect people. 

Nowadays, rightdirection of young people to the profession and craft, increases their interest 

towards different types of art, creating sense ofpride and respect towards job plays significant role. 

Because the future of our great country is knitted very closely with this matter. Considering it 

significantly our government always pays peculiar attention to directing works as developing handicraft 

and teaching young generation to job and craft and it is important for the bright future of young people. 

The main effecting power of art is directed to the person’s cultural world, thoughts and senses, 

intellect, satisfy his cultural demands and necessities, and to develop his esthetic outlook.  Because of 

art naturally expresses all the peoples interests and aspirations it can never be the expression of only this 

or that outlook. 

The main theme of art and cultural ethics is human, that is why art encourages to soft ethics, 

mercy, commiseration, and at the same time to ethical perfection. Art is a wide conception, nowadays 

the word “art” explained by means of expressing reality by literary examples, “knowing the way of 

work “art” process of showing skills”, “itself of every work” and “degree of skill which it requires”. Art 

in broad means encircles art works, likewise, its process of creating and using. Art is being developed 

connecting with social improvement. 
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The power of art works, especially, in the field of design, in its nativity and perceptivity, it can 

influence on people’s inner-spiritual world and emotion. Because of this young modeler – designers art 

should be considered. In the process of creating modern clothes widely using rich cultural heritage, 

increasing its effect and productivity can be significant factor. 

When young artists working in the field of design, the difficult, contrary, magnetic, full of passion 

life spectacle embodies in front of him. As they try to expressthis spectacles on their drafts, clothes, they 

remain as child of their epoch, their nation, their conviction. In this clothes especially, general 

humanitarian and national customs togetherness is brightly appears. 

 

 Beauty, sparkling of colors, the identity of patterns to the location, brilliance of our national 

clothes, always interested expert designers. Beauty and comfort, esthetic measures are leading 

persuasion of literary project. It would be great if this beauty expressed our nationality in itself, 

consequently,as our first President I.A.Karimov said, “We must intensify factors that form peoples mind 

basing on historical native customs, tradition and  ceremonies”.  

The task of young designers is to create clothes which are suitable to continental climate, similar 

to the mentality, traditional customs and expressing national identity. It would be great to learn the cloth 

and natural material making experiences of our predecessors. Nowadays interest to our national clothes 

and requirement is growing day by day all over the world. Embroidery, patterns on clothes, skillfully 

used materials such as adras, banoras, bekasam attracts foreign tourists. According to these 

requirements young modeler – designers creating their modern clothes usingnational traditions of nation 

in their cloth collections.   

Nowadays, it is important task to create new methods of perfecting the possibilities, considering 
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how rich is artistic capability of our young generation, their creative skills and esthetic outlook.  

Especially, we must develop youngsters education, creating, intellectual and esthetic outlook, 

coordinate intellectual capabilities to the modern requirements, opening new ways of possibilities, bring 

up young specialists as a mentally mature, morally strong and  literary quick - witted when they are 

living with the sense of competing with other young people from the other part of the world. Therefore, 

we must achieve to the perfection in the field of artistic design, and develop esthetic outlook, creative 

activity of young generation as well as our great predecessors. 

Coming from that mentioned above followings may be done: increasing attractiveness, 

effectiveness, confidence through developing esthetic outlook of young people; learning deeply and 

carefully relation of art with esthetics, morality and other subjects; creating opportunity for increasing 

value of esthetic outlook and intellect in the improvement of art; further developing field of design and 

more demonstrating it all over the world; popularize art of practical decoration, national clothes and 

therefore paying attention to improve handicraft; producing mature and experienced personnel for 

developing types of art and design; teaching youngsters secrets of art and educating, upbringing to 

improve their outlook; giving necessary advices to future experts about connection between art and 

design in the process of education. 

 It very important, bring to perfection young people, develop their outlook, arose love for their 

country in their heart for improving their esthetic outlook and bringing up in these terms. Therefore, we 

must always struggle and worry aboutmature spiritual world, esthetic outlook, moral maturity of our 

children. 
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